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Agenda  


•  Open services: opportunities 
•  Observations 
•  Thoughts: composition, management   



Open services (devices, apps, APIs) 
Drivers 

•  Programmatic access to 
physical, human, 
computation resources 

  
•  Infrastructure resources 
 
•  Platforms (development) 

•  Devices/channels/physical 
objects (IoT) 

 

Implications  

•  Increased productivity, 
optimization 

 
•  Extend the reach of IT 

driven innovation (platforms, 
apps) 

•  Big data 
 

Ubiquitous work environment (Web / 
Mobile as UI, cloud as backend) 



 
From Mainframe to Cloud 

 

Source | Dejan Milojicic, IEEE 8th World Congress on Services, 2012

Every 60 seconds 
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APIs / Big Data 

 ‘’Every day, 2.5 quintillion bytes of data are created. This data 
comes from digital pictures, videos, posts to social media sites, 
intelligent sensors, purchase transaction records, cell phone 
GPS signals to name a few.’’ (ODBMS.org) 
 
“Big Data: The next frontier for innovation, competition, and 
productivity” (McKinsey Global Institute) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 



Cloud Computing Strategy: The I-Taiwan i236 
Project 

Source “Cloud Computing in Taiwan”, IEEE Computer, vol. 45, issue 6, pp. 48 – 56, 2012



APIs

Source: 3scale

• Only 24% “API 
is the product”

• The Vast 
Majority power 
non-API 
Business 
Models



                Architectures 
•  API (e.g., amazon Web services) 
•  Internal applications 
•  Partner applications 
•  Developers community (app stores) 
•  E.g., Facebook bought Parse, Intel bought 

Mashery, and Mulesoft bought Programmable Web 
•  Much of the information we receive about the world 

will be API-regulated. 
•  30,000 APIs, and market will grow five to ten times 

over the next five years (source: techcrunch) 
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        Back-end as service   

•  Increase productivity for apps development, e.g., 
mobile/Web apps (iOS, Android, JavaScript over APIs) 

•  Kind of unified dev envoronment between apps dev 
and the cloud (e.g., APIs for data services, activity 
streams, location management) 

•  Categories of services / packaging  
•  Twilio: phone/messaging services (250K developers) 
•  Usergrid: data, users, events 
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Composition over open services  
(value from interactions)   

Silos of data sources and applications 
(before composition) 

Composite systems: value generated from interactions 
(composition over APIs, packaging, embedding APIs/
widgets in apps)   
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Use cases 
Vertical Problem Opportunity 

Scientific/e-research 
processes 

Repetitive tasks 
(importation, transformation, 
processing, exportation)  

Productivity 

Cloud task management  Automate tasks over (cloud) 
services (DropBox, Gdocs) 

awarness, automation, 
collaboration 

Cloud data services/
analytics 
 
 
Rapid prototyping 
 
 
 
Internet of things 
 

Stream data processing, 
query filters, aggregation/
analytics 
 
Requirements/product gaps 
 
 
 
Automate tasks over 
sensors, actuators 
 

Intelligence 
 
 
 
Reduced development cost/
code generation 
 
 
Monitoring and control (e.g., 
logistics, energy metering) 
 



Gartner Quotes
•  ‘’Through 2014, the act of composition will be a stronger 

opportunity to deliver value from software than the act of 
development (value from interactions)

•  What supply chain did to manufacturing is what cloud 
computing is doing to in-house IT systems: optimize / focus on 
differentiated capabilities (IT optimization/config 
management)

•  Multiple systems, including content management, data 
warehouses, and specialized file systems tied together with 
data services and metadata, will become the “logical” 
enterprise data warehouse (Data service flows, big data 
analytics) 
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Composition-based programming 
(mega-programming)

DBMS 
applications 

sendmail 
application 

Online account 
access SAP accounting 

system 
XYZ 

Control, data flow, ++ 

•  EAI and B2B

•  Repetitive 
    tasks 



Often too rigid for processes with 
inherently ad-hoc characteristics. (≈95%
+ of processes). Cannot cater for tasks 
that cannot be determined at an 
appropriate level of granularity before 
the process begins; and which often 
require human-beings to control. 

No end-to-end process support, 
resulting in “shadow” or “invisible” 
processes, that are often only 
managed manually, with no 
opportunity for monitoring or 
control. 

Well-specified and almost 
procedurally executed 
processes can be very well 
supported by BPMS, WfMS and 
ERP systems ... Several tools 
and support options available. 

Web-Services & Applications 
enable to leverage the vitality of 
the modern-day Web: Eg. 
Collaboration tools; Project/Task 
Management; Artifact/Doc 
Management; Visualisation tools. 

Structured Process
Support Systems

Unstructured/AdHoc Process
Support Systems

Pros

Cons

hybrid  
processes 

      Composite systems



Back
-end

UI 
logic
App

Data

Data

Cl
ie

nt


Se
rv

er
 UI

Mashup/data flow programming 
landcape
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(D)HTML

AJAX
JSON, 
XML

Flash, 
Silverlight

SOAP, 
HTTP

PHP, Ruby, 
Java, C++,...

XML, 
RSS, 

Atom

Relational 
DBs,  

OODBs,...

HTML, 
templates,...



UI dev. is time consuming 

Services 

XCode 
Visual 
Studio 

Java App 
Dev 

Carbide 
IDE 

Android 
SDK 

iPhone, iPad   

Desktop, Web 

Blackberry Symbian 

75000 iPad 
apps/2010

169000 Android 
apps/2010

CAiSE 2013/ Context-aware UI Component Reuse / K. Klemisch, I. Weber, B. Benatallah  / 5 



Rich/expressive composition  

•  Complex control flow constructs 
•  Hard-coded data flow/transformation (almost 

repeat integration logic for each API integration) 
•  Exceptions, compensation, identity management, 

etc. 
•  UI dev. (still time consuming) 
•  APIs (REST/SOAP or variations of those) are 

widely adopted, no much reuse of integration 
logic 

•  Little adoption of composition languages such as 
WS-BPEL outside specific BPM tools 33



Observations: composition scale 
challenges 

•  Concept / abstraction mismatches (gap still wide, see ‘‘Can 
programming be liberated? by David Harel)  

•  Low-level Components Models (mostly XML, code snipets) 

•  Composition constructs are not meant to be intuitive 
(variables, control flow, symbols) although programming 
evolved over the years to the high level end 

•  Data integration / interoperability : matching/trasformation 
tools, again no scale or wide adoption yet 

•  Lack of software engineering tools/methods (e.g., testing, 
verification, debugging, versioning, refactoring, configuration 
management)



Unlocking (cloud) services composition 

•  Increase accessibility to composition artifacts (both 
search and understanding) 

•  Simplify control/data flow, data transformation (re-think 
component representation, flow constructs)  

•  Offset complexity with composition knowledge - CK 
reuse (APIs, data transformation rules, functions/
choreos, composition fragments, UI templates)  

•  Lifecycle intelligence (e.g., API testing, analytics, 
configuration management, refactoring, versioning, 
recommender systems) 





End users programming (apps, 
composition for apps) 

• Programming is not a core skill (tool for work or fun) 
•  Scripting, DS Visual languages, programming by 
demonstration/example 
– Scripting languages (e.g, Paython, Perl, PHP, etc) 
– Spreadsheets  
– Web macros, e.g., search hotel, pay bills (CoScripter) 

• 2012, over 55 million people will be EUPs 
     (C. Scaffidi, PhD thesis) 

• ‘’We have a new generation of workers with fairly 
sophisticated IT skills who can create apps themselves … 
In the future End users will provide the applications, and 
we will provide just the feed, the data, the callable 
APIs…” (D. Ferguson) 
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Data Transformation Sheet 



Composition Knowledge Advises: SOA-
based programming knowledge base 



Cse 2012/ Context-aware UI development / Kerstin Klemisch  / 3 

 UI as service���
 

App 
Developers

Professional 
Dev

UIs 

Composition 

Layout 

Binding 

Theme 

Context
SO Mgmt., 
iPhone 4 Context 

Platform 
Descriptions 

Business Scenario 
Descriptions 

KB 



Process as a service = Choreos + UI 
templates !



        API management  

•  API management platforms: e.g., Mashery, Apige, 
programmable Web  

•  Alcatel-Lucent APIs Methodology 
•  APIs/apps as important assets (managing them 

become an important aspect) 
•  E.g., Markeplace, App Registration, Change 

management, Analytics (e.g., metering),  QoS, security 
(aspects) 

•  End users/Domain experts/Ops/Dev (tools) 
•  Cloud, complex relationships, devops processes, cloud 

for big data analytics 
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OK, We have a cloud, but what next?

Source - http://www.flickr.com/photos/stars6/4381851322/



 
Relationship management (multi-

components, multi-providers, multi-
layers) 

 
 

Web server App server 

Message broker 

Workflow ERP 
docs 



Relationship management (multi-components, multi-
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Web server App server 

Message broker 

Workflow ERP 
docs 



Resource relationships (discovery) and 
management (states/logs)

events log 

monitors/data extractor

WS

WS

WS

users

Model/dependency 
discovery



Federated cloud resources management: 
Devops processes (interoperability)

Cloud Resource Communities

Existing Resource 
Communities

Juju-
Connecto

r

Chef-
Connecto

r

Puppet-
Connecto

r

Ansible-
Connecto

r

Docker-
Connecto

r

Ansible 
ER model 

Docker 
ER model 

Chef ER 
model 

Juju ER 
model 

Puppet ER 
model 

Service specific resource 
layer

Federated resource 
layer

Key-Value-
Storage-

Community

Database-
Community

CRM-
Community  Task-specific resource 

layer

is composed 
of

Resource orchestration 
rules

is 
registered 

with



Summary 
•  APIs engineering (Scaling services centric programming, 

cloud services optimization): lifecycle intelligence 
(incremental programming knowledge capture, testing, 
reputation)  

•  End users/services composition nexus (Increased 
engagement/participation, design/develop): composition eco-
system, services showcasing, rapid prototyping 

•  Processes/Analytics over APIs. Process-aware analytics, 
relationship management, configuration management, 
metering. 
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